
Van Alen
Silicon Acrylic panels
SSCQ 42412



item 1 - silicon panels 

Client:

File No:

Designer:

Date:

Quantity required 7

Sign Description

metamark
M47-110
black
gloss

metamark
M4 / M7

metamark
M4 / M7

pantone pantone pantone

To produce 3mm silicon acrylic 
panels 210mm x 120mm with 
9mm drill holes in each corner to 
accomodate 16mmm diameter 
barrel fixings , black reverse cut 
vinyl applied to the rear of panel.

Fonts used:
Futura Bold
Futura Extra Bold

Demi Bold i dont have but if you 
can send the font i can then load 
it and use it.

Van Alen
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Nick / Rachel

01.05.18

No Parking

The Van Alen

Futura Bold

Futura Bold

Futura Extra Bold



item 2 - stainless steel panels 

Client:

File No:

Designer:

Date:

Quantity required see visual

Sign Description

C:
M:
Y:
K:

0%
0%
0%
100%

metamark
M4 / M7

metamark
M4 / M7

pantone pantone pantone

To produce 1.5mm brushed 
stainless steel grade 316.

210mm x 120mm with  drill holes 
in each corner.

Black chemical etched lettering 
to face.

Van Alen

42412_V3

Nick / Rachel

01.05.18
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The photographic visual is purely for illustrative purposes only and is not in any way deemed as accurate. 
Photographs are susceptible to distortion and beyond our control.

 
The Sussex Sign Company cannot be held responsible for the production of an item based upon an artist’s impression. 

Please carefully check this visual for accuracy including but not limited to;
spelling, contact details, size, scale proportion and image resolution.

All colours whether Pantone, RGB or CMYK will be matched as closely as possible
to those specified, however, please note there may be some minor

differences outside our control due to the physical fabrication processes.

Please notify The Sussex Sign Company Limited of any amendments required
and or conformation by return email for immediate fabrication.


